
Visual Management



Better Informed, Better Motivated
Visualization at the workplace is an important element of lean culture and process 
control. In highly automated production systems, workers need relevant and up-to-
the-minute data in order to control the flow of work safely and efficiently. The need 
for real-time data is becoming more and more important: Emerging problems have 
to be addressed rapidly, because only immediate action can prevent additional loss-
es. At the management level, management cockpits with displays of indicators and 
trends offer a reliable basis for logistics decisions.

Customizable Visualization
Machine Eye is a web-based software that allows you to configure your own dis-
plays and cockpits for different users. We supply a library of standardized display 
elements such as current operational states, process data, the state of completion 
of orders, indicator trends and many more. You can put these elements together to 
create individual displays. For example, you can show the most important opera-
tional parameters of several lines or machines at the same time on a big screen. 
The Machine Eye displays are in real time.

Integration With Existing IT Systems
Our software products have a standard interface to Machine Eye for visualization of 
data. Besides this, you can also connect Machine Eye to your existing IT systems to 
create a unified visualization system. You can add data from your ERP, CAQ or your 
production system via an open database interface. Manual operator inputs or Excel 
data can also be displayed using Machine Eye.

Economic Benefits

•	 More efficiency through transparency
•	 Better process control
•	 Support for bottleneck management
•	 Error prevention
•	 Time-savings in reporting

Machine Eye

•	 Enables real-time status analysis
•	 Weights deviations
•	 Shows progress towards targets
•	 Informs at a glance
•	 Supports lean culture

Universal and Open

•	 Device-independent, web-based 
solution

•	 Works on all the usual browsers
•	 Individual configuration by user
•	 Integration with existing IT systems
•	 Displays Excel data

Machine Eye
Visualization for Workers and Managers

Machine Eye on the shop floor



Targeted Information for All Areas
Machine Eye supports presenting targeted information to multiple user groups. 
Visualization on big screens is well-established as a help to machine operators 
and production floor managers. Usually it is used to show area-specific and often 
shift-specific information in real time.

Machine Eye also works on mobile devices such as tablets and smartphones. In this 
way, managers can have insights into essential information at their fingertips. The 
presentation on mobile devices also allows simple user interactions such as switch-
ing between displays or drilling down to more detailed information.

Success in Practice
Visualization is not ‘nice to have’, it is an improvement that brings a real return on in-
vestment. Its tangible benefits include clear targets, current performance data, error 
prevention and time-savings in reporting. Many companies using Machine Eye have 
achieved substantial improvements in their operations.

With Machine Eye you have an open, configurable solution that you can start using 
immediately. Since it runs on economical hardware, visualization is now a profitable 
proposition in companies of all sizes.

Key information at a glance

Use on mobile devices
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ClientsProducts

Machine Eye visualizes the status of  
the machines and our progress towards  
the targets. That improves efficiency.“
Mag. Justine Pisjak, Magna Powertrain AG

“

Visual DataXplorer
Discovery of errors and quality problems in the 
production process

IPC
TPM® and maintenance management

Machine Eye
Visual Management

OEE Analyser
Productivity analysis and performance parameters 
of machines

Process Master 4.0
Production- and quality management

CIP Guide
Planning, control and evaluation of improvements


